
You probably knew, but sea monsters are a thing in the Bible. Sea monsters,
dragons, serpents, and leviathan color the Bible from the first chapter of Genesis,
where God creates the great sea creatures, through Job, Psalms, and Isaiah, all the
way to Revelation. Sea monsters, dragons, great serpents, and leviathan don’t make
the Bible quaint, though. You’re reading the Bible wrong if you think so. Nothing’s
quaint about the Bible. The Bible’s authors had good reason to include sea monsters
in their creation accounts, for instance, considering that their neighboring ancient
Babylonians credited a sea monster’s body with heaven and earth. The Bible’s God
not only ruled but also created sea monsters.

Yet sea monsters can have a broader
connotation in the Bible’s powerful
symbology. Hurricanes and tsunamis still
prove today that flooding waters are chaos
agents. We get the picture. Things that
suddenly emerge from turbulent waters can
be destructive, disastrous, even deadly. Try
taming the hurricane or tsunami. And
waters are only an image or symbol, too. It

doesn’t take literal water to damage and destroy. Cancer, auto accident, job loss, or
relationship loss, each their own kind of flooding waters, will also do. Those things
that emerge from chaotic waters can be especially catastrophic when they are huge
rather than small things, figurative monsters. The bigger the hurricane, the bigger
the disaster.

One can even take the Bible’s lesson further. Big things disconnected from God,
operating as their own ravenous entities, are always hazardous. Figurative sea
monsters, whether godless governments, armies, agencies, industries, or
corporations, or godless greed or pride, lurk just below the surface, waiting for a
weakness to expose itself. Then everything breaks loose as the monster rises.
Thinking of it that way, it’s not hard to see large monsters on the loose. That’s why
they’re in the Bible. The Bible puts the monsters under God. And the way to keep
them there is to understand and follow God’s word. No, the Bible isn’t quaint. The
Bible offers incredibly rich insight and great power to take on the monsters.


